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washed eberything, I was very interested that the Mr. , tells us that

he did apostaizd, and Iwc.uldn't thing that he would admit such a thing

unless he flt that he had pretty definite evidence of tt. It is pretty

hard to deny and that book has the Roman Catholic Church . (question)

Then of course you see the leaders of the church of Rome were human beings

as the leaders of any human institution and they were doubtless on the whole

good administrators and sincere Christians and it is true that on the whole

there were men who wnet into persecurionbravely and who died and suffered

and there were a great many martyrs among them. And the Roman Church in

those early days had a record to br proud of on the whole. But among them

there are individuals who were grossly mistaken as to doctrine liek $

Zephrinas and Callistus and Zosimus and there were individuals who gave a

way to imperial pressure on vital points like Liberius and there were in

dividuals who opposed the leading divines of the day like important I

matters and there were men who made mistkkes and who were rectified by then

successors all that is nothing agtinst them, it is all a human organization

tfln the Roaan Church of those days, it was a s a human orgainization on the

whole a good organization, but there are such blemishes as you would not

expect in it, if it were as they claimed divinely established to be thehead

of all the church , the one who can speak infallibly and tell what all the

church what of course there is no evidence that any such believed as

that , which was held by anybody in early days. But that is the belief of

the Roman Catholic Church since 1870, when it was made a doctrine of the

church, consequentlynow it is believed by all Rom. atolics who say any

thing on the subject and FArrow in the end of his book says, that when you

see all the mistakes and errors and weakness of the papacy and yet see

completed all these tgx centuries, you know it must be a divine institutior

which is taking the argument and turning it around completley end

opposite direction. A protestant who is going to be in christian leadership

should be familiar with the main facts in this point. Now we were discussin
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